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Electron‑Electron Interaction in Refractive Index
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Effects of electron‑electron interaction on refractive index in the absence of a
constant magnetic field are investigated. A formula ior the refractive index is derived
on the basis of the mi6roscopic }v(Iaxwell equations and by no use of the conventional
formulation. It is shown that, in general, the electron‑electron interaction has a little

effect on the refractive index. In a system of harmonic‑oscillator electrons, the
electron‑electron interaction is exactly ineffective on the refractive index and the

force constant in the direction of Iight is also ineffective on them. A system of
anharmonic‑oscillator electrons is also investigated and the effects of the electron‑
electron interaction are discussed.

1. gntroduction
Refractive index which is one of famiiiar optical constants is investigated theoreti‑

caliy by a number of authors in various substances.') In most of the theoretical
investigations of the refractive index, discussions of the electron‑electron interaction

have been presented by the per￡urbation theory.

In the previous papers,2‑̀) a general theory of the Faraday effect has been
developed2) and it has been applied to the natural optical activity3) and the refractive

index in the presence of a constant magnetic field.̀) The general forrr}ula for the

Faraday effect is derived on the besis of the microscopic Maxwell equations and is
expressed in terms of a correlatien function of the spatial Fourier components of tota}
electric current. By simi}ar method the refractive index can be investigated from the
same point of view as is demonstrated in the previous papers.2‑̀> The electron‑electron
iRteractions are also discussed from the same point of view as is seen in the case of the

Faraday effect3) and the naturai optical activitỳ> by no use of the coRventional
formulae. Our theorles are differeRt from the conventional ones and the dielectric
constant and the magnetic permeability do not appear explicitly.
In the present paper, the effects of the electron‑electron interaction on the re‑
fractive index are investigated by our general theory presented in the previous paper.5)
IR sec. 2 the theoretical preiiminaries for the refractive index and the Hamiltonian
of the system are given. In sec. 3 it is shown that the effects of the eiectron‑electron
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interaction on the refractive index have a little in general. In sec. 4 the equations for

the Green functions are exactly solved in a system of harmonic oscillators. Section 5
gives also a discussion of the electron‑electron interaction in the anharmonic oscillator

system. Finally, section 6 is devoted to summary and discussion.

2. Foifyn"iation and KamiltoniaR
In a previous paper,5) the theory of refractive index in the presence of a constant

magnetic field has been developed on the basis of a standpoint of the microscopic
Maxwell equations. It has been shown that, when there is no constant magnetic field,
the leading term of the refractive index originates in the zeroth order term in the

wave‑number q of light. Therefore, when a monochromatic light with the angular
frequency tu is propagated through medium in the direction of the 2‑axis, the refractive

index n(ca) in the absence of the constant magnetic field is expressed in the form

{n(to)}2 =: 1 + 2zie

Vmto

{Gxx(w)+Gyy(tu)}, (1)

where m is the mass of an eJectron, e the charge of the electron and V is the volume
of a system. Expressions Gxx(ce) and G,,(to) are the Fourier components of the Green
functions G..(t) and G.(t), respectively, i. e.

G""(to)=:,LIZdterm̀ẁ Ggpt(t)･ (u :x, y) (2)
The Green function G.,(t) is defined by

G"g(t) == ‑‑ill‑ o(t) <[p"(t), pt.(o)]>, (3)
where p(t) and ]tt(t) denote the momentum operator and the electric dipole moment
operator at time t, respectively, the symbol e(t) is defined by

o(t)‑(5 iO,: .> O,

and trianguiar brackets denote the canonical ensemble average.
The system under consideration is a polymer composed of similar rnonomers. The

Hamiltonian M of the system is expressed as
if= :ll]¥. ( 21m p?'n + vn(rin)] + ‑IIN:ll];..ll;.]vA(rin ‑ i:)'n)

‑i‑‑l}un ].]lll]>;.];.]Ix']im(ri.‑rj.), (4)
where pin is the moinentum operator of the ith electron in the nth monomer in the
polymer, vn(rin) the interaction between the ith electron in the nth monomer and the
nucleus in the same nth monomer, vA(ri. ‑ n‑.) the interaction between the ith and the
ith electrons in the same nth moRomer and lt'h.(ri. ‑ }1,･.) is the interaction between
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the ith electron in the nth monomer and the ith electron in the mth monomer.

3. Green Functions
A set of equations of the Green functions of various types caR be calculated by
differentiating with respect to time t as is seeR in the previous paper.5) The simuitane‑

ous equations for the Green functions are found to be

ww T･ dt' ‑i 6(t)+Gh.(t), (s)

h dGy"(t) ‑ Nhe

'
‑4. dGkpt,(t) ‑:‑,i. Gz}(t)‑‑jM GRz(t),
(6)

‑4. dGgh,(t) =‑ 2i. Gmi(t)‑‑iliGm2(t), (7)
' Gfi2,i(t) + G22,2(t)
r‑li.ldGg7t(t) ‑ Arl e c,a(t) ‑ 21. G￡k2(t) ‑th

+‑l}‑ Gn3(t) +‑l}‑ Gwa4 (t), (s)
(pt = x, y)
where Ai is the Rumber of electrons is the system and

C" = <‑Nl :lll :l] (Ppttn P"tn vn(rtn))>, (9)
GIA(t) =‑‑ill"0(t)<[ ;,l]:lill(P"tn vn(rin(t))), Lt"(O)]>, (10)
GZ}(t) : mu ‑ll‑0(t)<[:i,]::i]:il(P"inPutnpvin vn(rtn(t))), g"(O)]>, (11)
GZ2pt(t) =‑‑;li‑0(t) <[:lll¥ ](P"tnPum vn(,'tn(t)))Pym(t), pt"(O)]>, (12)
G2}'(t) =‑tO(t)<[ l]2 ]¥] l,l(PpttnPuinPvtnPu'mPv'tn vn(rtn(t))), y"(O)]>, (13)
GEh2(t) = ‑ ‑il}‑ 0(t) <[:lll¥:g] ;.l (Pkn Putn Pu'tn Pu'zn vn (rm (t)))Puin(t), pt"(O)]>,

(14)
GfiZi (t) = ‑ ‑illnv 0(t) <[:II] ]:i] :il ]Il,l (P"m Pvtn Pu'tn vn (rin (t))) pvm (t) pu･m(t), #p (O)]>,

(15)
G￡2"2(t) = ny ‑iim 0(t) <[]ill]¥. ¥(p"tn Pvtn vn (rtn(t))) (Putn vn (rm (t))), u"(O)]>, (16)
G￡73(t) x ww :ii‑ 0(t) <[:ll] ¥..II ]; {(Ppttn Putn vn (rin (t))) ‑ (Pden Pu)n vn ( njn (t)))}

×(Puin vA(rin(t)‑T:,･n(t))), p"(e)]>, (17)
G￡7̀(t) = ‑ ‑jll‑ 0(t) <[ ].]llll ii] ]li]¥ {(P"tn Putn vn (rtn(t))) ‑ (PsomPuJm vm ( Tljm(t)))}

×(Puin l4im(rin(t)‑il,'m(t))), Pt"(O)]>･ (l8)
(17, 2i' = V, Y, 2)
The electron‑electron interactions appear for the first time only in the Green
functions G22.3(t) and G22,̀(t) on the right‑hand side of eq. (8), which are defined by eqs.

(17) and (18) with terms of the form (puin vA(rin(t) ‑ il)･n(t))) and (Pvin V)im(rin(t) ‑
r)‑.(t))), respectively. This states that the electron‑electron interaction has a little
effect on the refractive index. Siinilarly, this interaction effect on the Faraday rotation

is also a little one and there is a relation between the Faraday rotation and refractive
index as is shown in the previous papers.2･3)

4. Harmenic Oscillator Model
To understand the effects of the electron‑electron interaction on the refractive

index, it is useful to investigate a few model systems. Let us consider a system
composed of the three‑dimensional harmonic‑oscillator electrons. For this system one
may obtain a rigorous solution of simultaneous equations for the Green functions. The

llamiltonian ff of the system is now of the form
M== ¥¥. ¥( 21. pZin + le" (ptin ‑ Min)2]
‑i‑ ‑li‑ ]>l.l.pu. vA(rin ww yl)'n) +{i‑] ]. l]¥. ]l.] l'l;im(rin ‑ il)'m),

(pt m= x, y, z and M ‑‑ X, Y, Z) (19)
where the term Z kA (pti. ‑ Mi.)2 is the potential of the ith electron oscillator in the nth

A

monomer located at Rin(Xin, Mn, Zin)･
By differentiating the Green function G..(t) defined by eq. (3) with respect to tirne

t and by making use of Hamiltonian (19), one obtains an equation for G.,(t) in the

form

‑.i?..dGap,(t) =: Arle6(t) +24. fe. Gh,(t), (2o)
where Ghpt(t) is a new Green function defined by

Gth(t) ==‑mill‑0(t)<[]lll]:l.](yin(t)‑Min), ptv(O)]>･ (21)
From the similar calculation the equation for GhA(t) becomes

h dG"p(t) ‑ h 1

‑T･ dt ‑‑T･ ‑ii7G""(t)･ (22)

Then, a set of two equations G..(t) and Gh.(t) is obtained and the exact solutions of

these two simultaneous equations can be found. The Fourier component G""(ca) of the
Green function G.pt(t) takes the simple form
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Gppt(to) = ‑

Nhe ihw(h.),‑2h2fe.' (pt =X, Y) (23)
m

From eq. (l) the refractive index n(ca) is found to be

{n(a))}2 ‑wwir 27tAilti:2e2( (hw), t 2la2 fe. + (h ,o), l 2h2 k. ]' (24)

mm
The expression n(to) is exact one and is independent of the force constant 2k..
Furthermore, it should be noted that the electroR‑electron interaction is exactly
ineffective on the refractive index. It is very important that the results are exact in

regard to the electron‑eiectron interactions. Similarly, the effect of the electron‑
electron interaction on the Faraday effect has been discussed in the previous paper6>
and similar results have been obtained.

5. ARharmonic Oscillator Model
To understand contributions of the electron‑electron iRteraction to the refractive
index, a system composed of the three‑dimensional anharmonic‑oscillator electrons is

considered as a more complicated model. The Hamiltonian M of the system is of the

form
M :¥¥. ¥(21m p2"in + le"(yin ‑ Min)̀)
+t] ]>I.1.]Il.]vA(rin ‑ il,'n) +‑li‑ :lil.]li]¥. ]ll.] I!;im(rin ‑ il)'m)･ (25)

By calculating in the similar fashion as is seen in the preceding section one may write

down a series of equations for the Green functions. The expressions are more compli‑
cated than eqs. (2e) and (22):

‑‑ii.l‑ dGapt,(̀) ‑= Ail e6(t) +4‑l.il‑ fe, Gi,(t), (26)

‑j?.‑dGk",(t) ,..3‑%2 Gft}(t) ‑34. ‑ili Gz7(t),' (27)
h dGZ}(t) ‑ h 1

‑T' dt ww ‑‑i'‑"iii‑ Gupt(t)･ (2s)

‑‑i?.‑ dGgZ,(t) ,., Ail e c,6(t) +‑%2 G..(t) ‑ 2‑li.l‑jL‑ G￡;i(t) +44･ le. G￡i2(t)

÷‑li‑ G273(t) ÷‑ll‑ G￡z4(t), (2g)

where

C"=<‑Nl ;¥(pam‑M,n)2>, (3e)
Gh"(t) =:‑nilrm0(t)<[¥¥(patn(t)‑Mtn)3, u"(O)l>, (31)
GZ}(t) == ww ill‑0(t)<[¥¥(ptin(t)‑Mtn)･ ptp(O)]>･ (32)
GR;(t) == ww ‑illun0(t) <[]ill]¥(ptzn(t) ww Mtn)2P"tn(t), pm(O)]>･ (33)
Gft;i(t) = ‑ ‑ill‑ 0(t) <[;]¥] ("tn(t) ‑ Mtn) Pkn(t) P"tn(t), u"(O)]>, (34)

GE22(t) == ‑tO(t)<[ ]:l](pttn(t)‑Mtn)5･ y"(O)l>･ (35)
GE2"3(t) == ‑t0(t) <[;E .pu {(pttn(t) ‑ Mtn)2 m (yJn(t) un Mn)2}

×(P"in VA(rin(t)m,:,'n(t))), U"(O)]>, (36)
G￡7̀(t) = ww ‑ili‑ 0(t) <[]Ii].lll, ¥]ii] {(pttn(t) ww Mm)2 ‑ (uJm(t) ‑ A41im)2}

×(?)"in l';zm(rin(t)‑il)'m(t))), Lt"(O)]>･ (37)
The electron‑electron interactions appear for the first time only in the Green functions
G22,3(t) and Gft2,̀(t) on the right‑hand side eq. (29) defined by eqs. (36) and (37) with
terms of the form (p,i. vA<ri.(t) ‑ r:,‑n(t))) and (pti. I7;,.(ri.(t) ‑ i:,･.(t))), respectively.

If a few approximations are made, one may have a solution G,.(ca) from eqs. (26)
‑(29). The Green functions Gfi2.i(t), G22.2(t), GR73(t) and G￡k̀(t) defined by eqs. (34)‑(37)

may be approximately replaced by

Ga2,'(t) e<p2,,.> GZI(t), (38)

G22#2(t)i<("in‑Min)2> GhA(t), (39)'
GftFu3(t) U <(uin ‑ Min)Z (Pgin (v￡(rin ‑ l:,'n) + vA(,1,'n ‑ rin)))> GZ}(t), (40)

j

G22pt̀(t) " <(ptin ‑ Min)2(Ppin(Km(rin ‑ rl,'m) ‑i‑ VInn(nj'm ww rin)))>Gfih(t)･ (41)

j
Fro.m these approximations the simultaneous equations for the Green functions

become

‑4. dGa",(t) =::: Aik.e6(t)+44. fe.Gi,(t), (42)
‑+k.l‑ dGd"if(t) .,, 3‑%' Gz}(t)‑3‑l?.‑‑jli‑ Gz;(t), (43)

‑mll.HdGg}(t) ,..‑Jli.l‑‑in G,.(t), (44)
ww ‑li.}‑ dGg7,(t) ,,,, Ar4. e c.6(t) +‑lti2 G..(t) +4‑l.lfe,c. G,i.(t) ‑‑I!{.IE‑ GR}(t), (4s)
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where
va = 2mt <p2"in> nv i<(uin ‑ Min) × ¥. (ppin (vS(rin ‑ 4'n) + v￡(il,'n ‑ rin)

+ I!;im(rin‑ ir,'m)+ Vinn(Tlj'm‑ rin)))>･ (46)
Thus, the Fourier components G..(to) of G,.(t) can be solved frorn eqs. (42)‑(45), i. e.

Nhe (hw)3

G..(ca)

i (h w)̀ ‑ (h a))2 12h 2.le," C" + (h
ca)
24k̀,k"

+ 12h,3,fez2"U

(47)

and the refractive index n(to) takes the form
{n(to)}2 == 1

27ziVh2e2

thn
(hco)2

"=Z"'Y (hto)̀ m (hw)2 12h2.ig"C" + (h.) 24iZlfe" + 12hii4i3" va ' (48)

×

In the result, the expression n(w) comes to be independent of the force constant in the
direction of the z‑axis as is similar to the case of the harmonic oscillators shown in the
preceding section. The effects of electron‑electron interaction are presented by the last

term in denominator on the right‑hand side of eq. (48).

6. Summary aRd Discussion
The refractive index in the absence of a constant magnetic field has been formulat‑

ed on the basis of the microscopic Maxwell equations and has been discussed by Ro use
of the die}ectric constant. It has been shown that the leading term of the refractive

index originates in the zeroth order in the wave‑number of light and the electron‑
electron interaction has a little effect on the refractive index. Since the Faraday effect

also has these features as is shown in the previous paper,3) there is a relationship
between the refractive index and the Faraday rotational angle, which is a generalized
Becauerel formula.8)

As the simplest model, the system composed of the three‑dimensional harmonic‑
oscillator electrons has been investigated. It should be Roted that this harmonic
oscillator system has a exact solution and the electron‑electron interaction is exactly
ineffective on the refractive index.

A more complicated model is the system of the anharmonic‑oscillator electrons.
To fiRd the effects of the electron‑electron interaction on the refractive index, a few

approximations for the Green functioRs have been made. Dispersion of the refractive
index exDressed in terms of the electroR‑electron interactions can be obtained and the
interaction effects can be also discussed.

Furthermore, it should be noted that, in the cases of the harmonic osci}lators and

the anharmoRic oscillators, the force constant in the direction of the light is ineffective

on the refractive index.

The interactions between the electron in a monomer and the nucleus in the other
monomer have been neglected in comparison with the electron‑electron interactions.
The electron‑phonon interactions or the exciton‑phonon interactions have been also
neglected in comparison with the electron‑electron interactions as has been discussed ,
in the previous paper.')

Finally the theory of the Faraday effect,3'6) the natural optical activitỳ} and the

refractive index5) have been developed on the basis of the microscopic Maxwell
equations formerly by us. These three phenomena have different features each other,

however, can be discussed from the same theoretical viewpoints by our general
theory.2) By our general treory being different from the conventional ones, various

propertjes of these phenomena can be investjgated generally, systematjcally and
directly from the first principle without use of the dielectric constant and the magnetic

permeability in the conventional formulation. In regard to the electron‑electron inter‑
action, in particular, the interaction effects on these phenomena are very similar each

other and there are relations between these phenomena. These relations may be
considered to be concerned with the Becquerel formula.S>
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